Press release regarding welcome ceremony of newly admitted UG and PG students
Delhi Technological University (formerly Delhi College of Engineering) has emerged as the
leading institution for technology education & research in the country. DTU continues to be the
most sought-after destination for undergraduate and post graduate studies and attracts the topperformers in National Examinations such as JEE (Mains) and GATE. DTU attracts best of
minds for its faculty and students, ensures high academic standards and encourages research and
innovations in all areas relevant to industries and society. The fact lies that DTU is preferred
over many high ranked institutions as a destinations to fulfill their academic and research pursuit.
The admission process for under graduate (B.Tech) and post graduate (M.Tech. MBA & Ph.D)
courses are nearly at the verge of completion. The welcome ceremony of newly admitted UG
and PG students of Delhi Technological University is scheduled on 1st Aug 2015. Hon’ble Vice
Chancellor will inspire and motivate the newly admitted students to achieve excellence in their
academics and research.
The UG admission of the University is based on JEE (mains) All India Rank.. The admission
process is being carried out by Joint Admission Counseling (JAC) 2015 with other participating
Institutions (NSIT, IGDTUW & IIITD). The admission process for 1547 UG seats through JAC
is nearly completed. It is matter of immense pride and satisfaction that University has attracted
AIR 51 of JEE (Mains) as the opening rank at DTU. The filling-up of seats at such high JEE rank
clearly proves the popularity of DTU among the talented youth of the country. The admission of
NRI students is based on SAT examination. This year we admitted around 70 NRI students
through the support of DASA.
The admission process into M.Tech program is based on GATE 2015. The University offers 22
M.Tech programs. Around 400 students have already admitted upto third round. The admission
for MBA program (Regular) is based on CAT examination. Around 70 students have been
admitted upto the third round. The Ph.D. admission process is under progress.
The University has taken several new initiatives in restructuring and strengthening its academic
programs by revising and strengthening its curriculum, introduction of grading system, which
will be followed from current academic year. The new curriculum structure includes the right
combinations of foundation courses, university electives and departmental electives. The
structure introduced a new rigor methodology in undergraduate teaching and continuous
evaluation, laying emphasis on developing analytical and professional skills and challenging the
students intellectually and globally.
High quality education, industrial linkage and collaborations, culture of innovation & research
right at undergraduate and post graduate level and above all, an excellent placement records have
made DTU a sought after institution for higher education among the budding engineers. The
above is also evident from the fact that there is a continuous improvement in the ranking of
DTU; from the 14th overall rank in 2008 to the 5th overall rank in 2015 in the survey of technical
institutions conducted by India Today.

